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Motivating example

- Language model trained e.g. on Wikipedia articles
- Let it do predictions on a new article

Can we tell which training sentences/articles are helping its predictions?

Or any other modalities 
you prefer… 

(image generation…)



Duality: Linear Layer vs. Attention Layer

Store:

Compute:
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NB: Unnormalised dot attention

       vs. standard attention: 

Key/Value-Attention Layer

Following two systems are equivalent

input
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Forward computation:

Backward computation (gradient descent) to update W:        outer product

for some error function        learning rate        at step
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Application to Linear Layers Trained by GD



Forward computation:

Backward computation (gradient descent) to update W:        outer product

for some error function        learning rate        at step

6We can directly apply the duality from the previous slide!  

Trained weight matrix

Application to Linear Layers Trained by GD



Duality (Corollary)

Matrix-version of Perceptron/Kernel Machine Duality (Aizerman et al. 1964)
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Linear layer trained by 
gradient descent

Store:

Compute:

Key/Value/Attention memory 
storing entire training experience



Consequences/Remarks
Conceptual Remarks

● Nothing is forgotten (but it is still equivalent to a fixed storage linear layer)
● Good retrieval mechanism (capacity to selectively remember) is crucial for 

exploiting the memory (cf. softmax attention in Transformer)
● Etc…
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Practical Consequences

● With the dual form, we can visualise the attention from test examples 
(query) to training patterns (keys).
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Continual Learning Experiments 
● Phase 1: Train on MNIST 

→ Test accuracy of 97% on MNIST

● Phrase 2: Train on Fashion-MNIST 
→ Test accuracy of 85% on Fashion-MNIST, 45% on MNIST

But nothing is forgotten, right?

What happens exactly?
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MNIST then F-MNIST: Attention Interference…

x-axis: classes (separately for MNIST and F-MNIST)
y-axis: sum of attention scores per class

MNIST class 1 F-MNIST class 3

Example MNIST class-1 image misclassified as class 3
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Language Modelling
(warship) Test
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Thank you for your 
attention.

Hope to see you at the poster! 
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https://github.com/robertcsordas/linear_layer_as_attention

https://github.com/robertcsordas/linear_layer_as_attention

